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About This Game

Bridge Constructor Playground offers people of all ages an introduction to the topic of “bridge building”. This game gives you
the freedom to let your creative side run riot – nothing is impossible. Across 30 innovative levels you have to build bridges over
deep valleys, canals or rivers. Following this your bridges will be subjected to a stress test to see whether they can support the

weight of the cars and/or trucks which drive across them.

In comparison to the #1 hit Bridge Constructor, Bridge Constructor Playground offers an even easier entry to the game
including an extensive tutorial. With no fixed budget, and next to no limitations on building materials, there are almost no limits:

you can build and construct to your heart’s desire. Here you are free to do as you please and let the time fly by with creative
bridge building. Experienced players will enjoy the challenges of the new badge system: for every bridge there are 5 badges to
be won for which you must fulfill certain requirements. For example, building a bridge that can carry no more than a certain

load limit. All of this, paired with a bright and friendly look, makes Bridge Constructor Playground an exciting and also
educational experience for the whole family, offering hours of gaming fun.

Key Features

32 Levels

5 Settings: City, Canyon, Beach, Mountains, Rolling hills
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Survey map with unlocked worlds / levels

Extensive tutorial for easy entry to the game

New badge system for beginners and pros

4 different building materials: wood, steel, steel cable, concrete piles

Percentages and colored visualization of building material’s stress loads

Two different stress levels: car and truck

High score per Level

Steam Achievements and Leaderboards
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Construct some bridges.. 6/10 no ramps. It's nearly the same game like the normal 'Bridge Constructor', but in this one
sometimes you have to build the same bridge in three different ways to gain badges.. I'm kinda-sorta on the fence on this one.
Bridge Constructor Playground is a competent addition to the genre, but it is very short. So, rather than write many many words
on a simple premise, I'm going to write out what I wish I'd known before going into the game:
1) Many of the badges are mutually exclusive, so you will need to create multiple bridges for each stage.
2) You don't need to run cars over bridges; if the truck makes it, it'll give you the badge for the car as well.
3) The storm-watcher achievement needs a special sort of non-bridge.. Cute puzzle game about building bridges.. Adorable
game. Challenging enough for an Adult, yet accessible to a kid with a brain. Totally fun to watch your bridge Fail. This little
game is a winner.. A sweet little physics/bridges game to pop during free minutes. Tiny and not simple enough to make one
keep going. Playground part of the title is very true to it's nature - well, you are supposed to do this-and-this but hey, nobody
said you have to.. Bridge building, ported game.

It's a port?
It´s a port so what. It hold itself up and it is a nice casual game and fun.

Recommend?
Yup.
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This is a game for all you thinker out there. Simple levels but also gets pretty challnging but if you experiment a bit you'll work
it out. A fun game. Enjoy!. Bridge Construction Playground is another ClockStone's remake (first was Bridge Constructor) of
old Chronic Logic's Bridge Builder.
Aim of all those game is simple - you have to build a bridge that withstands trains, cars or trucks, with resources like wood,
metal bars, stone pillars and lines.

Despite being very similar to Bridge Constructor, Playground offers more flexibility. Instead of a strict caring about a budget,
you can freely build any bridge in any way you like. Every level has also few tasks which requires building a bridge in some
specific way - without some resources, with some strict budget or with keeping stress of the bridge under some level.

In comparision to Bridge Constructor, physics is not that hilarious as it used to be. It improved a lot.
Graphically this game is bad. But it doesn't matter at all. Music is nice and not disturbing.

Playground is way less challenging than Bridge Constructor, though it is still fun.

The most annoying thing in Playground is inability to move once set joints. You literally have sometimes to delete whole bridge
just because you can't move one damn joint. And it was possible in the previous version.
Also in some camera positions it is impossible either to place parts of a bridge or to delete them. You get used to it, but it is very
irritating at the beginning.

And the game still lacks a speed up button.

Anyway, it's a very funny and addictive game. Not the best one of the genre of building bridges, but not bad either. But if you
like the genre, it's a game just for you.. I got this game in a bundle and decided to play it last night to try it out. It's pretty fun,
but not overly challenging, a good introduction to the bridge construction genre of games. Nice easy achievements to obtain, tiny
install size and a good way to kill a few hours.

Be aware that this is a direct port of an Android/iPhone app so if that is a deal breaker for you, avoid this game.. An enjoyable
and relaxing casual bridge building game. You have an unlimited budget so you can make some crazy bridges, but the real meat
of the game lies in beating the challenges (like only making your bridge out of wood or for super cheap. Would probably make a
good teaching tool for a kid, too.. you can't build ramps in this game. It sucks. Making ramps was half the fun in the other
bridge constructer.

there's also infinite money for some reason. This one is dull and boring. Why no ramps when the game before it had ramps.
Save your time and money but more importantly your money. I was duped into thinking this was like a bridge building game
that I played around 10 years ago... That game (being 10 years old) is better than this game.

The acheivements in the game do not work correctly. You earn badges depending on material and money spent building a
bridge. Even though I met the requirement on several of the badges, I DID NOT GET THE BADGE. Along with this, the game
is very short. Also, you cannot see 1st person view of the car as it is driving over the bridge. You can only build flat bridges so
no fun ramps or anything when you get bored with how terrible this game is.
Again, do NOT waste your money or your time.. Not a bad game, good for wasting a bit of time when you're bored (until you
get bored of the game as well). I got it in a special package so I didn't pay the full retail price and I would recommend that if you
want to et this game to wait for a sale as well.

It's your typical construction simulator alongside some side challenges within each level. The art is good and the physics is not
bad (although maybe could have been a bit more tweeked at times). The steam acheivements are not bad neither and some seem
to be funny when you think about it a bit. It is a rather good challenging game though and works well for most ages.

Rating - 6.2/10
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